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Abstract: 

      The intention of this presentation is to provide an overview of the different projects of current focus in the high 

performance integrated circuit design research laboratory at the University of Rochester. Each of these topics 

considers different aspects of the systems integration process, with a focus on lower physical and circuit level 

aspects. Emphasis is placed on those fundamental challenges in delivering performance to high speed, high 

complexity heterogeneous integrated circuits. Technologies range from deeply scaled CMOS to emerging devices 

and circuits such as spintronic, photonic, and superconductive behaviors.

      Delivering high quality power to on-chip circuitry with minimum energy loss is a fundamental objective of all 

modern integrated circuits (ICs). Circuits, algorithms, and design methodologies are being developed to 

fundamentally change the manner in which power is delivered on-chip.  Three-dimensional (3-D) integration is 

changing the path for device scaling, supporting the delivery of multi-faceted heterogeneous systems. Several test 

circuits have been developed to evaluate some of the key issues in 3-D system integration.  Spintronic circuits have 

the potential to enhance CMOS in several dimensions, particularly as non-volatile memory and novel non-von 

Neumann structures. A variety of models and circuits will be described and placed within a CMOS perspective.  The 

energy expended in server farms has become an issue of seminal significance. An ultra-low energy technology is 

needed. One possible technology is superconductive single flux quantum (SFQ) circuits. This technology will be 

briefly reviewed, and novel design methodologies will be described to support the development of large scale 

Josephson junction based integrated systems.
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